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Animal Rights and Britain’s Badger Cull

By Lesley Docksey
Global Research, March 31, 2014

Region: Europe

Why are we waiting?

 The  UK  Secretary  for  the  Environment  Owen  Paterson,  called  by  some  the  “worst
Environment Secretary ever” because of his support for so many ecologically damaging
initiatives, disappeared in February.  Having been responsible for an expensive and highly
unpopular badger cull, he became embroiled in the crisis that brought a lot of southern
England to its knees – catastrophic flooding.

 Arriving far too late on the scene down in Somerset it was then announced that he had to
have emergency surgery for a detached retina – and he totally vanished.  He did come back
very quietly, but was unavailable to all those seeking answers about badger culling.

But on 27 March Paterson finally came out of his badger sett and appeared before MPs to
answer  just  a  few  questions  about  bovine  TB  and  the  badger  cull.   Pity  it  was  the  first
business  of  the  day  so  there  was  not  a  full  house  to  welcome  him  back.

His  appearance  had  been  flagged  up  by  the  Sunday  Times  which  said  that  “Defra  was
expected  to  make  an  announcement  this  week,  alongside  the  publication  of  a  scientific
assessment  of  last  year’s  cull.”

According to the Times: “The government’s badger culls are to be restarted this summer
with  a  third  killing zone,  in  Dorset,  added to  the two existing ones,  in  Somerset  and
Gloucestershire, say Whitehall sources.”

But did Paterson have anything definite to say about continuing the culls?  No.  Any mention
of  the  publication  of  the  “scientific  assessment”  (the  report  from  the  Independent  Expert
Panel, some details of which had been leaked in February)?  Er – no.

Following the chaotic disaster of  the two pilot  culls,  most reasonable people would be
making changes to the way ahead.  Thus Angela Smith, a staunch anti-cull MP asked what
changes he plans to make to his policy on bovine TB.

He replied that the draft strategy to combat bovine TB had been published in July 2013 and
that the final version, outlining Defra’s comprehensive plan, “will be published shortly.”

  More “shortly”, one presumes, than that long-awaited report.  Angela Smith said that,
considering the leaked information from the report had shown the culls to be inhumane,
“would he not think it vital to reconsider the policy and to abandon absolutely any plans for
rolling out culling later in the year?”
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Paterson was still not giving anything away: “I received the panel’s report only recently. I
am considering it, and I will come back to the House in due course, when it has been fully
considered.”

 How much longer is he going to sit on the time bomb of an unpublished report that most
people expect to be damning in its judgement on the pilot culls?  How long is “due course?” 
How long is a piece of Paterson string?

When asked to consider all the other strategies for ridding England of TB he did mention “…
a strict cattle movement regime, which has been a key to success in other countries.”  A
slight change there from his mantra that “There is no example anywhere in the world of a
country that has successfully tackled TB without also tackling the reservoir of disease in the
wildlife population.”

Prompted by Ian Paisley, who has been endlessly and loudly lobbying for Northern Ireland to
have badger culling, Paterson again came out with the nonsense that the horrific long-term
killing of badgers in Ireland had resulted in dramatically lowering the incidence of TB in Irish
cattle.  Neither he nor Paisley will ever accept that Northern Ireland has done better in
tackling the disease than the south, without killing any badgers.

Another MP asked for an update on cattle vaccine, only to be told that “we are doing this
and we are doing that that but I’m afraid it will be at least 10 years before everything’s in
place.”

 But it was going to take 10 years last year, and the year before that and 10 years ago too. 
If ever there was a moving goalpost in this sorry saga, it is the 10-year one.

 The Shadow Farming Minister Huw Irranca-Davies delighted the anti-cull MPs with the news
that during the debate on the cull  earlier this month, Mr Paterson had been visiting a
chocolate factory.  Well – you have to hide somewhere while you’re considering reports!

 He  then  demanded  that  any  decision  to  continue  the  culls  should  have  a  proper
Parliamentary vote.

 No, said Mr Paterson.  He went on to say that: “The last vote on a substantive motion
showed considerable support, with a majority of 61, for our strategy.”  He mentioned the
figure of a 61 majority twice, just to emphasise it.

Someone should remind Mr Paterson that that was back in June 2013, and the majority was
49 votes, not 61.  MPs have become considerably better informed since then and many of
them, having viewed the chaotic mess of the two pilot culls, have wisely changed their
minds.

 And they will soon break out into a rousing chorus of “Why are we waiting…?”
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